What
changes
a slum?
Annual Review 2016/17

“He raises up the poor from the
dust; he lifts the needy from the ash
heap to make them sit with princes
and inherit a seat of honour.”
1 Samuel 2:8

“Every day is an amazing opportunity for me to serve
these people of great potential. Seeing them discover
new possibilities and growth in their lives brings hope
to communities that society deems unchangeable.
Partnering with and seeing success within our groups has
made me realise how far I can go personally with people
around me willing to help me reach my potential.”

Macdonald Bumba (Head of Community Development)
“2016 was an exciting year in the Community Health
Department! We expanded our Nutrition Programme
and began our first Champion Programme, which laid
essential groundwork to extend our reach to more
families and children suffering from malnutrition and
disease. I am so honoured to be a part of what Jesus is
doing in the slums of Kampala.”
Kristy Shortridge (Head of Community Health)
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“Since we began working in the slums of Kampala in 2009 it has been a great
joy to see the vision that God laid on our hearts all those years ago become a
reality. Our desire has always been to see individuals, families and then whole
communities walk in the fullness of life that Jesus promised. Experiencing
His love, knowing His hope and discovering their God-given potential. To
see communities that are not just existing, but that are thriving, spiritually,
emotionally and physically.
When we began, we had a team of three, running a weekly street club for a
small group of children from the local community. We now have a team of
over 20 who work in seven slum communities on the east side of the city.
The last nine years have been an exciting and challenging journey as our
work has grown and developed. It has been an honour for us to see lives
transformed, lost hope restored and to see people empowered to walk in to
freedom, joy and fullness of life. As we continue to expand into more slum
communities in Kampala, and look towards other cities within East Africa, we
have also taken on the exciting challenge of beginning our first UK Missions
Base, amongst the communities in London’s East End.
We are full of hope for all that is to come and are grateful for the honour of
working with such inspirational people, who are living in some of the most
challenging places in the world and who have certainly over the years, taught
and given us far more than we have ever been able to teach or give them.”
Nicola (CEO) and Simon Neal (Non-Executive Director)
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Lasting change
comes when we
work together.

Making charcoal
briquettes with the Kasubi
Communty Group

life
Groups

The answers to challenges in
the slums ultimately have to
be found in the communities
themselves. That’s why we
started working closely and
intensively with ‘Life Groups’
in 2016. We come alongside
groups of about 20 or 30
people and build their ability
to cope with life through
delivering training sessions
and supporting them to
see change. By working in
partnership, we see families
able to stay healthy, earn
money, be happier and start
to plan for the future. Not only
that, the group becomes a
safety net and a help for their
neighbours, reaching out to
those in need so that they can
also see a way out of their
situations.

“Through our
group I learnt the
meaning of unity
and friendship”
Rona (Mama Charles)

The groups meet each week
to learn, discuss and make
plans. Our training sessions
include topics that address the
‘whole person’, with teaching
and practical sessions on:
keeping households disease
free; family nutrition; managing
conflict and relationships;
managing finances, and ways
of getting more household
income. 2016 was a year
when we trialled various

A group meeting in Kinawataka Slum

sessions with groups and
listened to what they found
useful and relevant to their
lives. The groups received
training on a wide variety of
subjects including: savings
groups; starting a business;
group dynamics; mindset
change; charcoal briquettes;
solar bottle lights; washable
sanitary pads; reproductive
health; pneumonia prevention;
sanitation and hygiene;
depression; child abuse and
good nutrition.

Last year we
worked with 180
people in six
groups, impacting
630 family members
Through our comprehensive
practical and social training,
group members have
supported each other
to succeed. We’ve been
encouraged to see group
members sharing skills,
looking after sick children,
praying with each other and
starting businesses together.
Our training and support has
truly enabled people to start
to live out their God given
potential and to bless others.
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week of training, our Life
Groups set themselves up as
‘Savings Groups’ in 2016. This
means that they each deposit
a small amount of money into
a group fund every week. After
an agreed amount is in the
kitty, members vote on who
should get the first loan for a
business venture. This helps
them to get the capital they
need to be financially stable,
to help grow a sustainable
business or deal with a crisis.
By having money saved up,
people in the groups have
been more able to take the
next steps out of poverty.

The Kinawataka Savings Group

Our Savings
Groups saved a
total of £2000 over
the last year

Managing money well, and
hard work, can lead to real
changes for the families we
work with. When asked, most
people in slums will tell you
that they need more money
and we found that people
living in the slums survive on
an average of just 80p a day.
However, our approach is
to get other things moving
forward first to create a firm
foundation; building strong
relationships, improving
health and wellness, and then
concentrating on families
making more money. After a
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“I never thought
I could save so
much. I’m so
encouraged, now
I want to start
my own canteen
cooking for
working people.”
Enid (Mama Stephen)

Alongside the Savings Groups
we focus on good money
management, promoting a
‘savings culture’, and we
have run training in various
small business skills and
techniques.

initiative called, Mugezi, or
‘wise’ in 2016. A weekly group
was formed for training in
various alternative building
techniques such as mud brick
homes, earth bag construction
and using recycled materials.
Their first large project,
the ECO San toilets at the
Dream Centre, has increased
both their employability and
confidence.
During this time, as people
have joined together on
business ventures, they
have started to see the joy
of sending their children to
school with good health and a
hope for the future.

People often have their own
dreams for a business, and
so we helped to pilot various
business ideas to see which
were viable in a slum setting.
We provided training and
support in: making charcoal
briquettes, paper bags,
improved farming techniques,
selling solar lights and stoves,
making washable sanitary
pads and learning building
techniques. This final area saw
us partnering with an
The Mugezi Group training

Enid from Kasubi Slum

People heal
and grow
best through
relationship.

These strengthened our
ability to support children
who are at risk and to work
with particularly vulnerable
families. This is ongoing work,
but through actively pursuing
good relationships and cross
working, we helped families
begin to see potential for
change and many children
protected from harm.

We recognise the importance
of a joined-up approach in all
of our work and we not only
focus on people’s physical
poverty, but also on their
emotional, spiritual and mental
wellness. Without this, any
projects and plans that we
have can be stopped dead
in their tracks. Therefore, the
work of the Social Team in
supporting families is crucial
to seeing the communities
thriving and developing.

Social
Wellbeing

As with other areas, we
start with preventative work
through group training,
running sessions on social
issues such as gender based
violence, child development
and spouses working together.
Along with this training, the
Life Groups create a culture
where people are valued looking out for each other and
creating ‘social capital’.
Over the year, we have been
so encouraged to see the
socially isolated invited into
groups, which become the
place for people to find their
feet and their voice again.

Through our social work in
2016, we were able to run
preventative sessions and
intervene in situations of
serious social crisis such
as child neglect and abuse,
extreme social isolation and
gender-based violence.
We built good relationships
with Local Councillors, Police,
Family Units and Welfare
Officers and formed several
partnerships with other NGOs.

48% of people
we surveyed,
showed evidence
of a depressive
disorder
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In 2016 we also adapted the
way we ran our children’s
groups, called ‘Rising Stars’.
With many not attending
school, these sessions are
possibly one of the only times
the children learn and play in a
safe environment.

“Edith learnt so
much in Rising
Stars. Seeing
her potential
encouraged me
to send her to
school.”

Playtime in Rising Stars

Free to play
and catch up
on learning.

)

Gertrude (Mama Edith

Story time
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We focused on numeracy
and literacy and told children
about the love of Jesus. Plus,
we ran short sessions on
life-skills that kept children
healthy, such as: keeping
hands clean, brushing teeth
and staying safe in traffic.
Later in the year, we piloted a
‘school catch up’ programme
to help those not in school
keep up with their peers. This
saw real progress for the 28
children involved, and actively
encouraged their parents to
value education more highly.

Groups sharing life
and scripture.

Praying for one another

community of people. We
organised two exchange days
in the year, where all of the
groups from different slums
got together for sharing,
learning and encouragement.
These were highly valuable
events where groups got to
see themselves as a wider
community of believers living
in the slums.

During 2016, the Discipleship
Groups that were formerly
led by us, have developed
into prayer, worship and
discussion groups, led by
community members. In these
small groups of 8-12 people,
everyone is heard and built up,
creating a safe and loving

“I used to be
fearful when I
faced hard times
but through
fellowship and
prayer I’m not
afraid anymore”

Diana (Mama Junior)
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Using tip taps, Katoogo Slum

Healthy
bodies and
homes are
building
blocks for
growth.

Our work primarily focused on
prevention through promoting
good sanitation and hygiene;
improved nutrition and diets
and preventing disease.
An innovative project utilising
research conducted by Dutch
students, saw pneumonia
targeted by reducing indoor
cooking smoke. Community
members created the solution
of a stove shelter, enabling
safe cooking outdoors and
improving respiratory health
in these families. We also now
have an ongoing collaboration
with the researchers.

Many serious illnesses are
prevalent in the slums and
can rob families of their
ability to cope, progress
and even survive. That is
why, in Community Health,
we focus our attention on
preventing illness rather than
simply treating it. Many of the
diseases and injuries we see
in the slum communities are
easily preventable.
In many instances, simple
health education can stop
disease from spreading, or
an injury from occurring. We
formalised our approach in
2016, consolidating our efforts
in preventing the biggest
killers in the slums: diarrhoea,
pneumonia, malaria and
malnutrition.

Pneumonia is one
of the top killers of
children under 5 in
Uganda, claiming
18,000 young lives
every year
As people have practiced
new skills, their children have
become healthier, they spend
less money on medicines
and they are an example to
their neighbours. As well as
this preventative work, we
have intervened in 12 medical
emergencies during the year,
saving many precious lives.
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Community
Health

We regularly come into
contact with malnourished
children while spending time
in the slums. The degree of
malnutrition often varies, but
the causes are frequently the
same. Financial constraints,
the pressures of life and lack
of knowledge often mean
that children do not get the
nutritious foods that they
need.

Our dream is to raise people
up to become change-makers
in their own communities.
In 2016 we started our first
‘Champion’ programme.
We trained and equipped
volunteers from the slums
in a variety of skills so that
they can then support and
empower their neighbours to
lift themselves out of poverty.

In 2016 we adapted our
approach and ran a new 18
week Nutrition Programme.
This provided 38 families with
training on how to give their
children a healthy diet on a
low budget, as well as giving
them nutritious food to take
home each week. We saw real
and significant changes in the
children that took part and

Teaching mothers
about nutrition

87% of attendees
saw significant
improvements in
their children

Good
nutrition
gives
children the
best start.

Champions were also taught
about the importance of
good health and nutrition,
in particular about water,
sanitation and hygiene,
which are needed as the
pillars for good health in the
communities.
These volunteers went from
being normal community
members to becoming
advocates and sources
of advice in their own
communities. They assess
people, give basic education
and support, and refer cases
to us when situations are more
complicated.

16 women were trained and
became ‘Health Champions’
in their communities. They
received eight months of
teaching on the health
issues we often see in the
slums: malaria, diarrhoea,
pneumonia, malnutrition and
AIDS.

Local change
comes through
equipping
local people.

the learning from this new
programme led to continued
development of how to help
parents best care for their
children. They left feeling
encouraged and inspired, with
new hope for their children’s
futures. 2016 also saw our
Health Champions assisting
with the programme - working
in partnership to see things
improve for their neighbours.
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6

Olivia from Katoogo Slum

dream
centre

A place for
people to
see dreams
realised.

sexual health training there
and a Boda Boda (motorbike
taxi) savings group met
regularly at the centre. In
addition, the construction of
toilets on the site has made it
a valuable resource.
The meeting space has also
helped us to reach large
numbers of people through
community outreach events,
enabling us to raise awareness
and galvanize many people to
see their community develop.

The Dream Centre is a
community centre that
benefits all of our work with
communities, from Katoogo
Slum to Banda. It currently
hosts many of our Life Groups,
the Nutrition Programme,
Champions sessions and
training provided by other
NGOs. We were excited to
be able to make this dream a
reality in 2016, thanks to WTC
Theology College and other
donors, with building work
commencing in late 2015.

“The Dream
Centre has been
an inspiring place
of meeting and
refreshment for
me and other
mothers of
children with
Cerebral Palsy.”

The centre in Katoogo Slum
has become an inspirational
space and an oasis from the
pressures of slum life – giving
people time to make plans
together towards their dreams.
As groups meet and get
training there, it has attracted
other users. For instance,
Marie Stopes Foundation ran
The Dream Centre in Katoogo Slum

Kabahinda from Kasokoso

Through working with other
NGOs and partnering with
local leaders, we are already
seeing many benefits of the
centre to make dreams a
reality in people’s lives.
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Family centre
Somewhere
families can
start again
together.

and hope. The centre gave
these struggling families
a place to stay in simple
houses where they started
to re-build their lives and
learn new skills in agriculture,
business, parenting, health
and nutrition. At the same
time, they saw improvements
in their emotional well-being
through counselling, prayer
and training from our Social
Development team.

Our Family Centre sits on top
of a hill with beautiful views
on nine acres of land owned
by the organisation. It acts
as a fresh start for families
living in the slums that have
complicated situations and
who need extra support.
2016 saw 12 families being
hosted on the site for the five
month programme, each with
their own story of desperation
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Family issues that we
encountered and saw
breakthrough in during the
year include alcohol addiction,
chronic poverty, domestic
violence, undiagnosed illness
and child neglect. We have
found that as situations are
touched by God’s love and

t
“I’m excited abou
what Jesus is
doing in me and
keen to share
what I’ve learnt.”
organ)

Christine (Mama M

our support, families are
restored to one another
and they see many positive
changes in their lives. These
changes enable families to
move on to the next stage in
their lives with confidence and
new skills. They will often go
on to resettle in their ‘home
village’ with new knowledge
and dignity.
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An exciting
new scene.
In 2016 we officially opened
our London Office located
on Whitechapel Road, Tower
Hamlets. Through working
in this disadvantaged area
we aim to connect with the
socially isolated to see lives
and relationships restored.
Most of our activity in 2016
was to build relationships
with people already working
in this area of London, and
to understand the local
community better. Through
various collaborations the
vision for the work has formed
and started to take shape.
These strong relationships set
us on a strong footing for all of
our future plans. To facilitate
our work in London we will run

London

a Dream Centre, similar in
purpose to our existing one
in Uganda, but looking very
different. Our aim is to provide
a space for people from any
religion or background to
be welcomed into a safe,
loving community. We have
a particular passion for
reaching out to the lonely, the
homeless, ex-offenders and
addicts.

Almost half the
children in Tower
Hamlets live
in poverty; the
highest rate in
London.

Our dream is that the London
centre becomes a place of
reconciliation for families
and people of different
nationalities, religions and
cultural backgrounds.

Future and
financesh
We have many plans for
2017/18! Here are some of
highlights from our strategy for
what lies ahead:
Train Social Champions,
adding to this powerful
programme to raise up
change-makers
Expand our work in
Uganda into three new slum
communities, starting new Life
Groups there.
Successfully deliver
outreaches to see rates of
pneumonia and diarrhoea
decrease.

Start actioning our plans
for a Dream Centre in Tower
Hamlets, London.
Diversify our income
streams and build
relationships with new
churches and funders.
Refine our brand and
messaging to effectively
communicate with supporters.
Sign up an increasing
number of people to give
regularly through ‘Bright
Hope is Rising’, adding to our
financial stability.

Generate funding for a
further five houses at the
Family Centre.

Where does
the money
come from?

Breakdown of Income*

37%
63%

Our work is only made
possible thanks to the
incredible generosity of our
supporters. Donations come
from a variety of sources, but
whether from regular monthly
donations, church offerings or
grant funders, your support
really does make a huge
difference. We would like to
thank every supporter for each
vital pound donated this year.

General Giving/Fundraising/Campaigns
Grants/Projects/Sponsorships
Total: £179,408

Where does
it go?
Breakdown of how money is spent in Uganda*

Breakdown of Expenditure*

19%

22%

Expand our work in
supporting small groups of
Christians in the slums.

23.2%

Direct Charitable Activity Uganda

Charity Support - UK

Direct Charitable Activity UK

Governance

Charity Support - Uganda

8.7%

25.7%

71%

Build a further three blocks
of toilets in slum areas where
there is one toilet per 200
people.

23.4%

Uganda Base Support
Community Development
Social Development

Total: £162,444

Family Centre
Community Health
Total: £112,556

*These numbers have been taken from draft accounts for 2016-17
for Every Life International and Uganda management reporting
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Thank you
Your support is critical to
our success and the team at
Every Life would like to thank
everyone who plays a role in
our work – from the generous
supporters who contribute
with gifts of time and money,
to the skilled professionals
who maintain the high quality
of our services, to the families
who put their trust in us. We
are determined to continue
making a difference.
With your help we can.

Please help Every Life
continue to bring hope
to disadvantaged urban
communities.
To make a donation go to
everylife.org.uk/donate
To make contact
call 03333 442505 or email
mail@everylife.org.uk
Find out more about us and
what we are doing right now
on our website

www.everylife.org.uk

